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 Turkey’s Erdogan Warns Of Attacks In Brussels Four Days Before Event Took Place

By Brandon Turbeville, March 24 2016

In an instance of bizarre timing or, perhaps, foreknowledge, Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan warned Europe only four days ago that it could see terrorist bombings and attacks
in its cities in the near future if it does not cease support for and cooperation with Kurdish
“militants.”  Interestingly  enough,  Erdogan mentioned Brussels  as  a  potential  target  by
name.

Syria: Aleppo’s Black Box is Found Under the Rubble of Propaganda

By Vanessa Beeley, March 24 2016

Since the Syrian Arab Army has advanced deeper into Al Nusra and ISIS territory uprooting
the terrorist cells, the truth has revealed itself by degrees.

Al Qaeda Militants Threaten Oil and Gas Infrastructure in Algeria. Who is Behind
Them?

By South Front, March 24 2016

Al-Qaeda  in  the  Islamic  Maghreb  (AQIM)  militants  fired  rocket  propelled  grenades  at  the
Salah  gas  facility  in  Algeria  on  March  18.

US is Offering False Hope to Syria’s Kurds

By Ulson Gunnar, March 23 2016
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The United States is very proud of the progress their SDF (Syrian Democratic Forces) have
made on the battlefield in Syria’s northeastern region against IS (Islamic State).

Former Israeli Intelligence Operatives Run Security at Brussels Airport

By Sott, March 24 2016

The aviation and general security services firm ICTS handles security operations at Brussels
airport, the scene of a bomb attack yesterday morning.

Attacks on Marine Firebase Reveal Secret US Escalation in Iraq

By Patrick Martin, March 23 2016

Two  attacks  on  a  US  firebase  in  northern  Iraq,  which  killed  one  US  Marine  and  wounded
several more, have led to revelations about a substantial  escalation of the US military
intervention in the war against the Islamic State in Iraq and Syria (ISIS).
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